We discuss the Baron-Jauch definition of entropy and show that it is the unique answer to an entropy which has the properties of extensivity, positivity and continuity in a weak sense. As an application we also show how one easily can derive the canonical distribution from this definition of entropy using information theoretical arguments.
Introduction
Recently Baron and Jauch 1 is that this experiment cannot be considered as a justification for such identification and that there is no paradox". 1 Thus we see that the Baron's and Jauch's thesis is in sharp contradiction to Brillouins view according to which the two entropy concepts should be identified 2 . We shall however not dwell on this important question but instead investigate the problem of uniqueness. This is a question which was put forward and answered in the beginning of information theory in the case of discrete information sources 3 . Baron and Jauch were able to find a sufficiently precise mathematical definition of entropy which is general enough to include a lot of interesting applications 3_;> . The question of uniqueness was, however, not raised by them. We prove that extensivity, positivity and a weak form of continuity gives a unique entropy which is precisely of the form that Baron and Jauch proposed.
Definitions
The basic idea of Baron and Jauch is that we have associated two different probability measures with some physical system under consideration. One Reprint requests to Dr. Bo-Sture Skagerstam, Institute of Theoretical Physics, Fack, S-40220 Göteborg 5, Sweden. measure v is given to characterize an apriori probability distribution on the possible states of the system, describing the situation before any observation is made. The other measure u is associated with the information which is gained by the observer. To be more specific we have two probability spaces (X, S, v) and X, S /u) where we for simplicity assume that the underlying spaces (X) and o-algebras (5) are the same. This is not necessary but it simplifies the notation to some extent. By definition we then have:
X X
The ju-and v-measures are not assumed to be independent. In fact it seems reasonable to assume that such that:
Remark: / is the so called radon-nikodym derivative and is sometimes denoted by the symbol d/</dv (sec Reference 6 ).
We notice the following wellknown fact: Lemma I: Suppose that (X, S, ju) and (X,S,v) are probability spaces and < v. Then the subset Q defined by
has u-and v-measure zero.
Proof:
We can realize this in the following way:
we see at once that v{0) =0 (e.g. use theorem 1.39 in Reference 6 ).
If we now have a sequence of probability spaces:
{(X,S,juk),(X, S,vk)} n k=1
Ave know ' first of all that there exists a unique
and if /uk < vk where kE (l ... n} the Radon-Nikodvm theorem can be extented in such a way that
,here
and
) a
Here we have used the fact we have a-finite measure spaces in the sense of 6 .
To simplify the notation we introduce the following subsets of L 1 (rA.) Avhere k e{l ... n}
= {feL l (vk)\(X,S,^k), (X,S,vk)
prob, spaces; fxk<vk and juk(Q) =//dvft}. Q
We need also a definition of "disjoint" systems:
Definition I: Consider n physical systems (or information sources) such that we can associate to every system a pair of measures exactly in the same way as described above. That is we have a sequence of measures
We say that the n systems are disjoint if the associated measure for the whole system can be written in the form
{/Un, I'll) (ii) ju(<>-
where we as above assume the same underlying (X, 5) -structure.
(i) is a normalization such that "complete knoAvledge" corresponds to zero entropy (iii) is the most crucial property stating that entropy is additive for disjoint physical systems (i.e. the entropy is extensive) .
That such a definition is nonempty Avas shown in 1 bv considering
Avhere /gA t (j'). Since the measures \>'a}'/ i are assumed to be apriori known Ave see with help of the generalization of the Radon-Nikodym theorem that J~l is essentially a function defined on the classes (vk) k e{l ... n}. Hence Ave can Avrite
Avhere k, I G {l ..
. n} ; ^.eW ()'A) •
We noAV also assume that 7i(') as a function is continuous along rays in L 1 (v) . Under certain conditions on the elements in (v) Ave shall iioav show hoAV to give a precise meaning to the ln(*)-function in (6) and also show that (6) in fact is the unique answer to the definition II.
By an essentially trivial extension of the notation and use of the Lebesgue-Fubinis theorem on product First of all we note the following fact: measures 9 we conclude that the following theorem Lemma II: The 0-function defined above has the following properties
ln/e L 1^) .
Proof:
The only thing which needs a proof is (iii). Hence we have constructed a continuous linear functional on the subset
But then we can use for example the Hahn-Banach theorem 10 to extend the functional 0 to the positive cone in L 1 (X, S, v) i. e. to the subset
S,v) .
A duality theorem in the case of ZAspaces (theorem 6.16 in 6 ) then gives the unique existence of a func-
where we assume that ln/G L x (X, S, v) . But since g is unique and since by the Baron-Jauch-construction g = / on the subspace Q we have that 0(ln/)=//ln/dv (12) x as a functional on the subset Q.
Conclusion
Consider the Baron-Jauch definition of entropy i.e. areal-valued continuous (in the sense explained above) J{-function on a pair of measures satisfying absolute continuity /<<*' such that 
IgieM-ßEi} iel
where ß is a Lagrange multiplier with an obvious physical interpretation. But this is just the ordinary canonical distribution form.
